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CINECYCLE / MARTIN HEATH

“Festival of 24 Things @ 401 Richmond”
4 x 16 foot photo-based grid, 2010

A courtyard screening under the stars of music
videos from 1960s French Scopitone jukeboxes. This
perennial favourite will feature new additions to
Martin’s Scopitone collection.

SHEA CHANG

"Sector, Sphere, Square, State"
mixed media collage on wood, 2010
How do commonplace objects such as a household
plant or a satellite dish transform our understanding
of urban space? This mixed media collage series
portrays a multi-faceted view of the urban
landscape through fragments of some otherwise
mundane natural and fabricated subjects.
www.sheachang.com

Off of Main Hallway (Studio 123 wall)

SHEA CHANG &
THE PRESCHOOL KIDS OF
STUDIO 123 EARLY
LEARNING CENTRE
"From Drawing / Drawing From"
4 x 8’ chromira print on masonite, 2010
In the spirit of collaboration, Shea Chang
incorporated the drawings of the preschool kids
of Studio 123 to create this artwork. It is
displayed outside their space.
www.sheachang.com / www.studio123.org

Lobby

Other works in Built for Us address alternative ways of seeing our environment by
reflecting on the reciprocal influence between people and nature. Shea Chang’s
delicate illustrations and mixed media collage, Sector, Sphere, Square, State, combine
micro and macro perspectives of natural and fabricated elements referencing the
myriad influences we absorb in our hybrid experience of nature in an urban context. In
her multi-layered interactive installation, Singing Plants Reconstruct Memory, artist Jo
SiMalaya Alcampo makes plants into the keepers of a collective cultural history
triggered by a human touch. Joan Kauffman’s video Fly In A Jar On A Wire, poetically
relates a sense of confinement and helplessness often experienced in a dense urban
environment, while the Human Pyramid Collective seeks to offer some respite from
hectic city life by constructing a teahouse and Zen garden in the basement of 401
Richmond for any weary visitors.

JIM GRONAU

401 Richmond acts as a focal point for community and art in Toronto. The artists in Built for
Us as well as the contributions from 401 Richmond’s tenants for Culture Days and Nuit
Blanche extend this invitation to participate in the creation of an artistic, reflexive urban
space – built for us.

"re/connections"
20 x 30”, digital prints on archival paper, 2010

Alice Dixon, Curator

SEPTEMBER 24

fête

The influences of anarchism and the participatory nature of street art and street theatre and
groups like the Situationist International, who advocated alternative experiences of life for
the fulfillment of human desires, can be found in several of the works in Built for Us. The
Zenga Brothers photograph and film the bike art and culture they create, re-purposing the
bike and biking with an ironic wink. Mike Parsons may not be a name you recognize, but
you’ve likely seen him during one of his drawing-art-performances that take place on the
sidewalk of Queen St. W. Parsons creates large-scale black ink portraits of the city and its
madness as well as animations and monster comics, as part of his ongoing artistic
investigation called Hey Apathy! Martin Reis takes his Jacques Tati inspired character to the
streets of Toronto in The Man with the Yellow Typewriter, a collaboration between Reis the
performer and Jim Gronau the photographer, which tells the story of a traditional
white-collar worker with obsolete skills trying to find his place in a frantic modern
metropolis. The 401 Richmond edition of the Festival of 24 Things created by Robyn York is
an exercise in immediate collaborative artistic expression as any and all willing participants
are invited to shoot photographs based on a series of words and exhibit them together.

Toronto Reel Asian
International Film
Festival hosts:
Meet The Festival.
7:00 – 9:00 pm
Urbanspace Gallery

Exhibition and Events
Sept 17th to Oct 17th, 2010
401 Richmond St. West, Toronto
Monday to Saturday 10 am to 6 pm

Much of the artwork in this exhibition demonstrates a reconsideration of the terms on which
we live in our urban environment by exploring the urban and the natural through strategies
of collaboration and public engagement. From tallbikes to teahouses and Zen gardens, to
interactive singing plants, to artists that investigate the clash and co-existence of freedom
and constraint, memory and modernity, the built and the natural. The works in Built for Us
broaden our established codes of conduct and modes of interaction within urban spaces.

imagineNATIVE Film +
Media Festival:
Catalogue Launch
5:00 - 7:00pm pm
Urbanspace Gallery

GWENDOLYNE HATS
JANET ATTARD
MUSIDEUM
SWIPE/BUILT BOOKS

Keeping a city liveable and workable involves the active participation of its inhabitants and
their sense of shared ownership of its communal spaces. We make the city what it is and
have the collaborative power to affect what it will be, a city built for us.

Curator’s Talk with
Brickolage Monthly
Tour Series: an up close Rose Bouthillier.
2:00 pm, Prefix ICA
and personal look
behind the scenes of
401 Richmond’s
galleries
.
12:30 – 2:30 pm
Meet in the Main Lobby

401 Richmond’s annual Fall exhibition has been happening in the halls and public spaces
of the building for several years now, with local artists, curators and audiences contributing
to its success as a lively and collaborative arts event. This year the exhibition is called Built
for Us, referring not only to 401 Richmond and the vibrant community its building has
fostered, but to the city itself.

B U I LT F O R U S E XHIBITION

“Man With Yellow Typewriter”
16 x 20” photographic prints, 2009/10
Jim Gronau documents the urban
performances of Martin Reis as the “Man With
Yellow Typewriter”.
www.tino.ca

Main Hallway

JO SIMALAYA ALCAMPO
Before my trip to the Philippines, I listened to Lee
Maracle say that language and culture are never
truly lost - we are disconnected. One strategy is to
focus on the social-political reasons why we are
disconnected then reach out with one word, one
vowel, one sound, one image. This is my attempt.

A festival of photography + words inspired by
the 401 Richmond building.
Curated by Alice Dixon and Robyn York
www.festivalof24things.com

Lobby/Brick Wall by YYZ Gallery

ZENGA BROS
"Tall bikes in Montreal"
40 x 32“ photographic prints, 2009
Five brothers take their custom tall
bikes to the streets and mountainside
of Montreal.
www.thewinkingcircle.com

BUILT FOR US EVENTS AND INDEPENDENT
PROJECTS FOR SCOTIABANK NUIT BLANCHE
OCTOBER 2-3, 2010, 7PM TO 7AM
Urbanspace Gallery

ACADEMY OF SPANISH DANCE:

FIESTA FLAMENCA

Don’t mis this rousing Flamenco dance
performance to get your evening started. 8:00pm

Basement

HUMAN PYRAMID COLLECTIVE:
Casey Wong, Jeff Walter, Johan
Park, Sorlie Madox, Chun Lam
Lee, Sue Kwan, Ozana Gherman
“Kinoko: Suddenly in the Dark, a Teahouse”
installation, 2010
The Human Pyramid Collective will be building a
subterranean teahouse in 401 Richmond, with a
secret garden, tea stall for the weary, and
periodic performances of traditional
tea ceremonies.
www.citradesign.ca/kinoko

ARTS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH
(AFCY) AND NEIGHBOURING
401 TENANTS
“Second Stories”
installation, 2010
Viewable from street level, large scale 2D letters
collaboratively installed in 401’s second storey
windows pose a question that invites the public to
participate in a dialogue between the building’s
architecture and the passersby, prompting a
mindful and creative exploration within the
urban landscape.

Building Facade

401 RICHMOND

JOAN KAUFMAN
“Fly In A Jar On A Wire”
looping 5:57 minute video projection with sound, 2009
This video depicts a high-wire act in which
a novice wirewalker is caught on a length
of wire confined by the picture frame. Trapped like a fly
in a sealed jar, she kicks and bangs at the edges unable
to escape an unrelenting predicament.

www.joankaufman.com

Building facade

MIKE PARSONS
“HEY APATHY!”
stop motion animation, 2009
An animated adventure following an anonymous
citizen trying to survive big
city life.

www.heyapathy-comics-art.com

401 Richmond is a historic warehouse in downtown Toronto, with an eclectic tenant
base, including twelve art galleries, that reflects the variety of artistic practices and
entrepreneurial endeavours taking place in Toronto's cultural centre. The municipal
government calls 401 Richmond one of Toronto’s key arts centres, and visitors from
cities afar have come to the building to learn how to blend business with the arts to
establish a viable urban neighbourhood within a single community. 401 Richmond
is recipient of a 1999 Award of Merit from Toronto Heritage for outstanding
adaptive re-use of a historic building.

401 Richmond Street West
Toronto, ON M5V 3A8
416.595.5900
arts@401richmond.net
www.401richmond.net

Curated and coordinated by Alice Dixon
Co-coordinated by Erin MacKeen
Design by Matte Black (www.matteblack.info)
Images by Shea Chang
Printing by Standard Form Printing and Publishing

Open to the public
Monday to Saturday
from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm

Special thanks to Swipe/Built Books, kids and
staff of Studio 123, Gallery 44, Cinecycle and
Paul Zemokhol.

Lobby

MARTIN REIS
“Man With Yellow Typewriter”
performance, 2009/10
This is the second of a three-part performance art
series exploring the films and creations of French
filmmaker Jacques Tati in a contemporary urban
Canadian setting.
www.tino.ca

Second Storey Windows
(northwest and northeast corners of the building)

PROJECTIONS

Main Hallway

Building Facade

BENNY ZENGA
“Folk Stunts”
film projection and collage 2010
(featuring work from 1999-2010)
Collage made from Super 8mm / 16mm / 35mm
/ 6x7 film displaying a range of inventive 'folk
stunts' caught on film in rural Ontario during the
early 1970's.
www.thewinkingcircle.com

JO SIMALAYA ALCAMPO
"Singing Plants Reconstruct Memory"
mixed media installation, 2010
Living plants are keepers of story and history in
this interactive installation using sculpture, sound
art, and electronics. When participants touch
the plants they sing, play indigenous instruments,
and tell a story of remembrance.
www.josimalaya.com

www.afcy.ca

www.josimalaya.com
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